
6 Piece Spa Set   
By Regina Pastrano

By purchasing/downloading this pattern, you agree to the 
terms of use:
1.This pattern is for personal use only.
2. It is prohibited to: reproduce, copy, publish or distribute 
this pattern, its parts or photos in any way or form, including 
translations into foreign languages & video.

Materials:
100% Cotton yarn (approx.180 yds for all)
I – Hook
G- Hook 
Needle 
Scissors
Stitch marker
Toggle Spring Stopper: see picture below

 

Abbreviations(US Terms):
SL= Slip stitch
CH= Chain
MR= Magic Ring (also known as a magic circle)
SK= Skip
SC= Single Crochet
DC= Double Crochet
FPDC = Front Post Double Crochet

Washcloth:
NOTE: CH 1 at the beginning of each row does not count as your first ST

To Begin using I-Hook, CH 30
ROW 1: DC in 3rd CH from the hook and in every
stitch across (30 total counting your first CH)

ROW 2: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC
in the next ST, DC in each of the next 2 ST, Repeat
from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

ROW 3: CH 1  & turn, DC in the first ST, FPDC the
next ST, DC in the next ST, *FPDC the next 2 ST,
DC in the next ST, Repeat from * ending with the next to the last being FPDC 
then DC in the last



ROW 4: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC in the next ST, DC in each of the
next 2 ST, Repeat from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

ROW 5: CH 1  & turn, DC in the first ST, FPDC the next ST, DC in the next ST, 
*FPDC the next 2 ST, DC in the next ST, Repeat from * ending with the next to 
the last being FPDC then DC in the last

ROW 6: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC in the next ST, DC in each of the
next 2 ST, Repeat from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

ROW 7: CH 1  & turn, DC in the first ST, FPDC the next ST, DC in the next ST, 
*FPDC the next 2 ST, DC in the next ST, Repeat from * ending with the next to 
the last being FPDC then DC in the last

ROW 8: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC in the next ST, DC in each of the
next 2 ST, Repeat from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

ROW 9: CH 1  & turn, DC in the first ST, FPDC the next ST, DC in the next ST, 
*FPDC the next 2 ST, DC in the next ST, Repeat from * ending with the next to 
the last being FPDC then DC in the last

ROW 10: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC in the next ST, DC in each of 
the next 2 ST, Repeat from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

ROW 11: CH 1  & turn, DC in the first ST, FPDC the next ST, DC in the next ST, 
*FPDC the next 2 ST, DC in the next ST, Repeat from * ending with the next to 
the last being FPDC then DC in the last

ROW 12: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC in the next ST, DC in each of 
the next 2 ST, Repeat from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

ROW 13: CH 1  & turn, DC in the first ST, FPDC the next ST, DC in the next ST, 
*FPDC the next 2 ST, DC in the next ST, Repeat from * ending with the next to 
the last being FPDC then DC in the last

ROW 14: CH 1 & turn, DC in the first 2 ST, *FPDC in the next ST, DC in each of 
the next 2 ST, Repeat from * to the end, finishing with the last 2 DC

TRIM: CH1 & turn, SC in each ST across, place 3 SC in the corner and repeat for 
all 4 sides, SL to your beginning SC, cut your yarn, tie off, & sew in your end



Soap Saver:
To Begin using G-Hook, working in the round, CH 12
ROUND 1: 3 SC in the second ST from the hook(place
your ST marker in your first SC), SC in each of the next
9, 3 SC in the last ST working around to the bottom of
your beginning CH. SC in each of the next 9

ROUND 2-18: Use the ST marker to keep track of your
first stitch in each round, SC in each ST around (24 total)

ROUND 19: SC in the first ST, CH2/SK2, REPEAT the SC,
CH2/SK2 pattern around and SL to the first ST.

ROUND 20: CH 1 (does not count as a stitch) SC in the
same ST, place 2 SC in each CH2/SK2 gap and 1 SC in
each SC from the previous round, SL to first SC, cut, tie
off, and weave in your end

TIES: (make 2) CH 40, weave the end farthest from
your hook in and out of the SC spaces on you soap saver until you come back to 
the beginning, and SL to the first CH (careful not to twist), cut tie off and sew in 
your end for extra security.  

Mesh Washing Bag (for your makeup removers)
To Begin using I-Hook, working in the round, CH 15
ROUND 1: 3 SC in the second ST from the hook(place your ST marker in your 
first SC), SC in each of the next 12, 3 SC in the last ST working around to the 
bottom of your beginning CH. SC in each of the next 12 (30)

ROUND 2&3: Use the ST marker to keep track of your first stitch in each round, 
SC in each ST around (30 total)

ROUND 4: SC in the first ST, *CH3/SK2, SC in the third, Repeat From * 9 more 
times back to the ST marker, SL to your first SC  and into the first gap

ROUND 5-10: *CH3 and SC into the next gap 9 times for each round (60 Total)  

ROUND 11: SC again into the gap you last placed a SC, *Place one SC into the 
SC from the previous round and 2 SC into the gap.  Repeat from * all the way 
around.  SL to your beginning SC

ROUND 12&13: CH 1(does not count as a ST), Place 1 SC into each ST around 



ROUND 14: CH 1(does not count as a ST),SC in the first ST, CH2/SK2, REPEAT 
the SC, CH2/SK2 pattern around and SL to the first ST.

ROUND 15: CH 1 (does not count as a stitch) SC in the same ST, place 2 SC in 
each CH2/SK2 gap and 1 SC in each SC from the previous round, SL to first SC, 
cut, tie off, and weave in your end

TIE: CH 45, cut leaving a tail long
enough to sew both ends together & tie
off. Weave one end of your CH in and
out of the SC spaces on you soap saver
until you come back to the beginning.
Thread both ends through your Toggle
Spring Stopper, one per hole.  Sew the
ends of your CH together and sew in
your leftover tail securely.

Makeup Removers: Make 3
To Begin using G-Hook, make a Magic ring
ROUND 1: CH 3, place 11 DC into the MR, pull your MR shut and SL to the top of 
your beginning CH 3 (total total counting your beginning CH as a ST)

ROUND 2:  CH 3, DC into the same ST, place 2 DC into each ST around, SL to 
the top of your beginning CH 3 (24)

ROUND 3: (DO not CH to begin this round) *SK 1, Place 5 DC into the next ST, 
SK 1, SL into the next. Repeat from * 5 more times for a total of 6 petals, SL into
the bottom of your first DC, cut, tie off and sew in your end.

If you have any questions about this pattern or any of the other patterns from 
Regina P Designs, or want to show off your finished projects with our patterns, 
please join our Facebook group.       
https://www.facebook.com/groups/869715883461437/

Check out Regina P. Designs website to find out more, get sneak peaks, and FREE
patterns!   https://www.reginapdesigns.com/
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